Multiparametric curve fitting-XI: POLET computer program for estimation of formation constants and stoichiometric indices from normalized potentiometric data.
The FORTRAN computer program POLET(84) analyses a set of normalized potentiometric titration curves to find a chemical model, i.e., the number of species present and their stoichiometry, and to determine the corresponding stability constants log beta(pqrs) and unknown stoichiometric indices p, q, r, and s of up to quaternary M(p)L(q)Y(r)H(s) complexes. The program belongs to the ABLET family, based on the LETAG subroutine, and can use an algorithmic and/or heuristic minimization strategy, or a beneficial combination of both. The data, a set of potentiometric titration curves plotted as volume and potential, are converted into normalized variables (formation function, pH) and then a computer-assisted search for a chemical model by POLET(84) is applied. The procedure for efficient application of POLET(84) in an equilibrium analysis is described and the program is validated by use of literature and simulated data. The reliability of the chemical model and its parameters is established by the degree-of-fit achieved, and the closeness of the stoichiometric indices to integral values.